Many cryptic prey have also evolved hidden contrasting colour signals which are displayed to would-be predators. Given that these hidden contrasting signals may confer additional survival benefits to the prey by startling/ intimidating predators, it is unclear why they have evolved in some species, but not in others. Here, we have conducted a comparative phylogenetic analysis of the evolution of colour traits in the family Erebidae (Lepidoptera), and found that the hidden contrasting colour signals are more likely to be found in larger species. To understand why this relationship occurs, we present a general mathematical model, demonstrating that selection for a secondary defence such as deimatic display will be stronger in large species when (i) the primary defence (crypsis) is likely to fail as its body size increases and/or (ii) the secondary defence is more effective in large prey. To test the model assumptions, we conducted behavioural experiments using a robotic moth which revealed that survivorship advantages were higher against wild birds when the moth has contrasting hindwings and large size. Collectively, our results suggest that the evolutionary association between large size and hidden contrasting signals has been driven by a combination of the need for a back-up defence and its efficacy.
Introduction
Adult Lepidoptera are renowned for their diversity in wing colour patterns, reflecting a variety of anti-predatory strategies [1] [2] [3] . While many species have evolved concealing colours (crypsis [4] and disruptive patterns [5] ), some species have evolved a chemical/physical defence and associated warning colours (aposematism [2] ) and others have evolved a resemblance to these aposematic species (mimicry [6] ). This functional colour pattern classification is usually based on the appearance of the forewings, but there also exists substantial colour variation on the body parts that are normally hidden from view, generally in the hindwings and/or abdomen [7] .
Perhaps the most notable example of interspecific variation in hindwing colour can be found in the species with seemingly cryptic forewings. Some species have 'tricks up their sleeves', evolving highly contrasting hindwings that have rarely been explored in terms of their evolution and function. One explanation for the adaptive significance of contrasting hindwings is that they are displayed under an imminent predatory threat to frighten predators-a deimatic display (also called startle display) [7, 8] . Empirical evidence suggests that this visual deimatic display is effective in deterring attacks by avian predators [9] , which begs the question why deimatic signals have not evolved in more species. One possibility is that secondary defences such as deimatic display are more readily selected in those prey species where the primary defence (e.g. crypsis) is more liable to fail. An alternative complementary explanation is that secondary defences are more likely to arise in those prey species that possess attributes that make the secondary defence particularly effective. Larger bodied insects tend to be more profitable to avian predators [10] and more likely to be discovered and attacked by them compared with smaller insects [11, 12] , and it is also possible that deimatic display in a larger species is more effective in deterring attack & 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
because they may be intrinsically more intimidating. Since previous studies have revealed that the evolution of key antipredator adaptations including eyespots [12] and high fidelity mimicry [13] was more likely in larger species, we have investigated the role of body size in explaining the variation in putative deimatic signals within a phenotypically diverse family of Lepidoptera which includes the underwing (Catocala) moths, celebrated for their contrasting deimatic signals [7] .
Phylogenetic analysis
We studied the family Erebidae (Lepidoptera) to examine the relationship between prey size and contrasting fore-and hindwing colours. Based on the published phylogenetic trees [14, 15] , 249 terminal taxa were sampled as representatives of erebid lineages. A dataset of 6 172 base pairs were obtained from eight protein-coding genes (cytochrome c oxidase subunit I, COI; elongation factor-1a, EF-1a; ribosomal protein S5, RpS5; carbamoylphosphate synthase domain protein, CAD; cytosolic malate dehydrogenase, MDH; glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, GAPDH; isocitrate dehydrogenase, IDH; and wingless). The dataset was then analysed using model-based (maximum likelihood) methods. We segregated the dataset into eight sectors (partitioned by gene regions). Model-based phylogenetic analysis was performed using ML (Maximum Likelihood) and a GTR (General Time Reversible) þ G model was selected as the most appropriate model of sequence evolution for each gene partition based on the Akaike Information Criterion using FindModel (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/ sequence/findmodel/findmodel.html). ML analyses were conducted using the default settings on the web-server RAxML III BlackBox [16] . ML bootstrap analysis with 1 000 pseudoreplicates [17] was also conducted with RAxML III. The phylogram with support values can be found in electronic supplementary material, figure S7.
Although deimatic defences may be common in nature, it has been described only in a limited number of species. Owing to this lack of behavioural data, information about the presence of deimatic display could not be gathered directly for most of the species we surveyed. Instead, we used the morphological traits, more specifically the presence of hidden colour signals on hindwings that contrast to forewings, to infer the presence of deimatic defence. In insect prey, the contrasting colours of hindwings are usually associated with deimatic defence [7, 18] , and no other functions of contrasting hindwings are reported in nocturnal moths as far as we know.
First, to determine the presence of contrasting hindwings, we obtained photos of each species from reliable online/offline databases (electronic supplementary material, table S3). Whenever possible, we included at least three different photos of specimens in which both forewings and hindwings were clearly visible, along with one photo of the species at resting posture to ensure that hindwings are normally hidden at rest. Using these photos, we used ImageJ (opensource software, NIH, Bethesda, ML) to extract the mean red, green, and blue (RGB) values of the colour of circumscribed areas of forewings and hindwings. When there existed clear contrasting patterns within wings, we measured the colour of the area that occupied the major region of the wings. Otherwise, we measured the overall area of wings to get RGB values. We performed this procedure for all three specimen photos for each species. We then converted the mean RGB values to Lab colour space and estimated Euclidean colour distance between forewings and hindwings [19] , and used the average contrast over the three photos as the forewing-hindwing contrast value of each species. Next, we classified each species into high-contrasting and low-contrasting groups using k-means clustering (k ¼ 2) [20] .
We acknowledge that because we used the images from the web, we had no control of the photographic conditions, which could affect the RGB values of the wings. To reduce this variation, we obtained the photos principally from one reliable source (The Barcode of Life Data Systems, boldsystems.org). Also, we consider that the variation in photographic conditions should affect our results less because our contrast measurements were conducted within an image rather than between images. In addition, the errors associated with different photographic conditions are expected to influence our results in a non-biased way.
The contrast between forewings and hindwings provided us with an objective way to classify the presence of hidden contrasting signals on hindwings. To complement the contrast analysis, we performed additional analysis of fore-and hindwing colouration using human observers by allowing subjective assessment of crypsis and conspicuousness of the wing colouration. Here, we categorized each species into either 'cryptic', 'conspicuous' (the two groups without contrasting hindwings), or 'contrasting' (cryptic, but has contrasting hindwings). This human categorization of animal colouration can be useful because, unlike other image processing of colouration, humans determine the colour properties based on the overall information regarding colour/shape/patterns as other animals do. Human judgement of colouration has been employed in many other systems to understand the evolution of animal colour signals [21, 22] , and is a practical strategy when direct measurements of colouration for a diverse array of species are challenging [21] . However, the downside of human categorization is it can be subjective and relies on a few critical assumptions including background (e.g. the assumption that moths' natural resting places are either leaves, tree trunks, or leaf litters [23] ). Therefore, we present the results from the contrast value as main results, but include methods and results of human colour categorization in the electronic supplementary material.
Of the 249 species investigated, colour images were obtained for 225 species. We used the wingspan of each moth as an index of body size. Wingspan data were obtained from either field guides or online databases and available for 201 species (81% of total; electronic supplementary material table S3). We used a mid-range value when wingspan information was provided as a range.
We employed phylogenetic generalized least square (PGLS) analysis to test whether the contrast between forewings and hindwings of a species covaried with its wingspan. Prior to employing PGLS, four species were excluded from the phylogenetic analysis to remove polytomies. We also fitted a chronogram (ultrametricized) to our phylogram by using penalized likelihood in the 'chronos' function in the 'ape' package to time-scale the tree relative to the genetic changes in the genes chosen for phylogenetic inference [24] . Then we ran PGLS models assuming both the Brownian motion (BM) and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) character evolution model [25] and present the results of the model with the lower AIC. We specified Pagel's lambda correlation structure in the model to improve accuracy using the 'gls' function in the 'nlme' package [26] .
We further explored the sequence of trait evolution by examining transition rates between states to evaluate whether rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171287 large size might have preceded the evolution of contrasting hindwings or vice versa. If large size evolved first, we would expect that the transition rate from large/non-contrasting to large/contrasting moths to be higher than that of small/ contrasting to large/contrasting moths. On the other hand, if contrasting wing patterns evolved first, then we expect the transition rate from small/contrasting to large/contrasting moths should be higher. To estimate the transition rates between states, first, we partitioned wingspan data into two categories, small and large, by using k-means clustering (k ¼ 2) [20] . Then we estimated transition rates between the four states (two sizes Â two colours) using the 'fitDiscrete' function in the 'geiger' package in R [27] . We fitted a custom transition model, assuming that transitions occurred in a stepwise fashion in that size and colour strategy cannot evolve simultaneously but can evolve one by one. Thus, we pre-set the transition rates between small/non-contrasting and large/contrasting and between large/non-contrasting and small/contrasting to zero.
Phylogenetic analysis results
Of the species investigated, 21% were classified as contrasting, 79% as non-contrasting. Without phylogenetic control, the species with contrasting hindwings were significantly larger than those with non-contrasting hindwings (figure 1b, t-test: t ¼ 23.89, N ¼ 197, p , 0.001). Similar patterns were found even after controlling for phylogeny. PGLS assuming the OU evolutionary model provided a better fit than BM models (DAIC ¼ 5.3). Applying the OU model, we found a substantial phylogenetic signal (estimated Pagel's l ¼ 0.91) and an association between contrasting hindwings and large size (coefficient ¼ 4.53 + 2.24, t ¼ 2.03, p¼ 0.04; figure 1a ). The additional analysis using human colour categorization showed consistent patterns in that the species with contrasting hindwings were larger than those without contrasting hindwings (electronic supplementary material and figure S1). These two lines of evidence both indicate that there exists evolutionary association between large size and contrasting hidden signals on hindwings. The transition rate from large/ non-contrasting to large/contrasting (3.1) was considerably higher than the transition rate from small/contrasting to large/contrasting (6.4 Â 10
215
). This supports the hypothesis that being large was a driving force for the evolution of the hidden colours on hindwings (see electronic supplementary material, figure S3 for the full transition rates between states).
Mathematical model
Arguably the most plausible explanation for the function of contrasting hidden colours on hindwings is that they are used for startling predators as a secondary defence [7, 18] . To help understand the phylogenetic pattern we have detected, we developed a simple analytical model of the evolution of a secondary defence, deployed only if the primary defence fails. The mathematical model (box 1; figure 2) suggests that if large prey are attacked more frequently than smaller prey on account of their higher detectability and/or profitability [10] [11] [12] , then having a costly secondary defence is beneficial only when prey size is beyond a certain threshold (figure 2 dotted lines). Size dependency in the effectiveness of secondary defence (with conspicuous displays in larger species more successful in deterring predators) reinforces this relationship, pushing the size threshold for evolving secondary defence into a larger size (figure 2, dashed lines).
Behavioural experiments using a robotic moth
To evaluate our model assumptions, we examined whether survivorship advantage of having contrasting hindwings is greater when prey size is large than small and tested the rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171287 effect of body size and hindwing colouration on the effectiveness of deimatic display. To manipulate size/colour of prey and mimic the behavioural wing display of moths in a standardized way, we developed a remote-controlled robotic moth model (Robomoth). This Robomoth opened its forewings to reveal the hidden hindwings that were attached underneath. The forewing colour pattern of the moths was influenced by the colour pattern of Catocala species (electronic supplementary material, figure S4 ). The wings of the prey were made out of printed paper. The action of wing display was controlled from a distance of several metres away via Bluetooth by one experimenter (KC) in all experiments. The wings were displayed for 3 s (set in the controls) and then closed. We chose 3 s because this time period largely guaranteed one-on-one interactions between a single bird and our Robomoth. The opening/closing of wing display took less than 0.1 s, which is comparable to the speed of insect wing display measured from the videos of published articles [30, 31] . Robomoth was placed on top of a wooden box, with all electrical mechanisms hidden inside. A detailed description of Robomoth can be found in the electronic supplementary material and figure S4 . The forewings of Robomoth were grey coloured and contrasting against the wooden box, thus clearly visible to the birds. We note here that the servo motors generated a slight mechanical noise during the movement, but the sound level was low and will have affected all treatments in a similar fashion.
The experiment comprised four treatments in a 2 Â 2 randomized block factorial design. We manipulated (1) the size of both forewings/hindwings (small and large) and (2) the colour of hindwings (grey and red; non-contrasting and contrasting colour, respectively). We tested either four (one block) or eight different flocks (two blocks) in a day (see below) ensuring equal replication of the four treatments. Robomoth's forewings were 1 Â 1.5 cm (width Â height) for the small size and 3.3 Â 5.4 cm for the large size. The large size was within the range of the wing size of the contrasting species in phylogenetic analysis (wingspan ranges from 2 to 14 cm), the small wing size was smaller than the minimum observed size of contrasting species, but was within the range of the size of cryptic species (0.75-12.5 cm). The hindwings were slightly smaller than forewings and attached on the wooden box just underneath the forewings. For hindwing colour, we used red (R ¼ 255, G ¼ B ¼ 0) for the contrasting colour, which is a common colour in deimatic signals [7] , grey (the mean RGB values of forewings, R ¼ 103, G ¼ 79, B ¼ 75) for the non-contrasting colour. The spectral reflectance curve of each colour is provided in electronic supplementary material, figure S5 . Box 1. Secondary defence evolution and body size.
Consider a palatable prey species with a single reproductive episode at the end of its life (i.e. it is semelparous). Let p p represent the probability that the primary defence of the species is successful in deterring an attack following a putative encounter with a predator, and let p s represent the probability that the secondary defence, deployed if the primary defence fails, allows the prey of this species to survive an attack. The probability s that an individual of this species survives a single putative encounter with a predator is therefore:
ð4:1Þ
Let predators encounter prey at random, so that putative encounters with individual prey are Poisson distributed with mean and variance l. Under these conditions, the expected probability of an individual prey surviving a series of random encounters with predators is:
where b is the mean fecundity of the prey and t is the fecundity cost of carrying the secondary defence. We assume t . 0 because the development, maintenance, and/or deployment of secondary defence is likely to be costly [28, 29] . Let us now assume that the primary defence is crypsis and that the probability of avoiding detection and subsequent attack by a predator per putative encounter is simply p p ¼ ce Àaz where c is the maximum crypsis, z is body size, and a (!0) governs the rate at which this crypsis decreases with increasing body size (to a lower limit of 0). Likewise, let us assume that the secondary defence is deimatic defence and the probability of surviving an attack by a predator is p s ¼ de Àb=z ,where d is the maximum effectiveness of deimatic display and b (!0) governs the rate at which effectiveness of secondary defence increases from zero as size increases. Substituting for p p and p s in (equation This analysis readily shows that when the crypsis of a prey item decreases with increasing body size, then costly secondary defences will be selected for only in prey above a threshold size (a general result, because a secondary defence never pays in prey of negligible size because when p p is high s is already near the upper threshold, yet always pays in very large prey when p p is low). As expected, this threshold size will also depend on how the effectiveness of the deimatic defence varies with body size. The qualitative conclusions do not change for iteroparous prey (electronic supplementary material and figure S7).
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For field testing, we introduced Robomoth to birds in the wild. The field testing was conducted in Stony Swamp (N45.29468, W75.83728) and Mer Bleue (N45.40428, W75.55998) in Ottawa, Canada, with free-ranging black-capped chickadees. The local chickadees we exploited were accustomed to handfeeding by humans and they were readily recruited to our experimental set-up (see electronic supplementary material, table S1 for the specific locations where we recruited the birds).
First, we walked along a trail until we encountered a chickadee flock. Flock size varied; therefore, we estimated the number of individuals in the flock during testing and included it as a covariate in all fitted models (see below). Once located, we started hand-feeding the chickadees mealworms while we set up a small table near the feeding spot and put a wooden board (21 Â 31 cm) on it. Then we stopped hand-feeding them, and placed two mealworms on the board to attract the birds to our set up, replacing them once both mealworms had been consumed. After several pairs of mealworms were consumed, we replaced the wooden board with the wooden box with Robomoth on it. We placed two mealworms on the box (hereafter, referred to as the 'arena'): one near the bottom of the forewings, one on the other side of the arena. The latter mealworm was placed simply to keep attracting birds to the arena. The moth wings were displayed either (i) just after a bird landed on the moth side of the arena or (ii) when a bird hopped toward the moth once it landed on the other side of the arena. We note here that the experimenter was un-blinded about the experimental treatment due to the nature of the experiments (i.e. the need to observe the birds' approaching the Robomoth), but we tried to minimize this bias by strictly following this rule about the display timing. Detailed observations on the timing of deimatic display within the family Erebidae have yet to be made, but the timing of wing display in the predation sequence is available for some insect prey in other groups: some insects display only after some form of physical contact [31, 32] , while others display when a predator is simply within a close distance [9, 33] . As above, our criterion for trigging the wing display was based on proximity. At the moment of display, the distance between the bird and Robomoth inevitably varied, but in all cases it was within approximately 10 cm. In all cases, birds' landings on the arena were to take the mealworm. Once the birds took both mealworms on the arena, we immediately placed new mealworms and started the next trial. The trials were continued until either (i) the number of birds that had finished the trials was more than five times the estimated flock size, or (ii) 30 trials had been reached. We video recorded the arena throughout the testing and used the videos for analysing bird behaviours (see electronic supplementary material, video S1 for an example).
Once the testing of a flock was done, we scattered seeds in the vicinity to keep the tested birds behind us and continued walking along the trail until we encountered a new flock. In this manner, we ensured that the flocks tested in the same day were all different flocks. We never visited the same trail twice to avoid pseudo-replication and the trails were at least 500 m away from each other. Since black-capped chickadee flocks show high site-fidelity and limited foraging ranges in winter [32, 34] (on average 0.15 km 2 of feeding range for a flock and limited overlapping of the ranges between flocks [34]), we assumed that the flocks we have tested were all different flocks. To account for the uncontrollable environmental variation which may affect the feeding decisions of the birds, we treated every four flocks tested in the same day as a block. The order of tested treatment was randomized every four flocks. All tests were conducted between 0900-1600 in November and December 2015. In total, we tested 36 different chickadee flocks (nine replicates per treatment) which were always treated independently in statistical analysis (one data point per flock).
To evaluate whether there were differences in startle responses of the birds between treatments, we scored the level of startle response of birds following each wing display by Robomoth. These levels were designed to be as unambiguous as possible (table 1 and electronic supplementary material, video S1). To test this assertion, five different volunteers scored a subset of videos (31 bird-moth interactions), and 100% of these scores agreed among the observers, indicating high repeatability of the score criteria. Following this confirmation, one scorer (CK) scored the rest of the videos. First, we extracted the startle score of the initial encounter between Robomoth and the bird that arrived first from its flock and compared this score (a ¼ 1) . The solid line (size-dependent primary defence only, P) indicates the fitness of prey when they rely on crypsis without having any secondary defence (d ¼ 0, b ¼ 0, t ¼ 0); the dotted line ( primary plus size-independent secondary defence, P þ S) indicates the fitness of prey when they have a secondary defence whose effectiveness is independent of body size (d ¼ 0.5, b ¼ 0, t ¼ 0.2); the dashed line (primary plus size-dependent secondary defence, P þ S(size)) indicates the fitness of prey when the effectiveness of the secondary defence increases as the prey size
Size is always positive (z . 0). When the fitness of one particular defensive strategy exceeds another then it will be favoured (marked by arrows, dependent on how the effectiveness of the secondary defence varies with body size). (Online version in colour.) Table 1 . The description of each startle score of birds in response to the robotic moth wing display.
score description 0 stayed in the arena and took the mealworm before the display was over 1 flew off to a nearby branch, but landed back on the arena and took the mealworm before the display was over 2 flew off from the arena and did not take the mealworm until the display was over rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171287 between treatments. Because the initial startle score data did not satisfy the assumptions of parametric tests, we used permutation analysis of variance with startle score as a response variable, colour, size, as well as their interaction as explanatory variables, with block as a random factor and flock size as a covariate. Flock size was used as a covariate to control for potential effects of flock size (e.g. being competitive and bold when there were more birds nearby, or being cautious when there were fewer birds).
To complement this analysis of the initial reaction of birds, we calculated the average startle scores of birds within flocks over the first five encounters with a displaying moth. To test whether these average scores varied among treatments, we fitted a linear mixed model with size and colour as well as their interaction as explanatory variables and block as a random factor with flock size as a covariate. We present the results of this analysis to support our initial Robomoth-bird interaction analysis because this includes five times more moth-bird interactions. Clearly, a bird's response after its first encounter with the robotic moth could be affected by direct and indirect (watching others) learning [35] .
To evaluate the implications of bird behaviour for prey survival, we translated each encounter between birds and Robomoth into a binary variable, based on whether the mealworm adjacent to the moth survived until the end of the 3 s display (startle score ¼ 2) or not (startle score less than 2). We then analysed (i) the survivorship of prey at the initial encounter of a flock and (ii) mean survivorship of the initial five encounters by fitting a generalized linear mixed model containing the same explanatory variables as above.
Behavioural experiment results
From the perspective of bird behaviour, we found no effect of moth size (figure 3a; p ¼ 0. 3b ). This interaction almost certainly arose because the classified responses of birds to wing display was close to maximum in large moths even when their hindwings were non-contrasting, so there was little room for improvement.
Perhaps a more relevant metric from the perspective of whether any putative anti-predator trait will be selected for, is the effect of the display on whether the mealworm was eaten or not (survivorship). At the first encounter with a bird of a flock, the mealworm survivorship was higher when the prey was large compared with small (figure 3c; x 2 1 ¼ 4:55, p ¼ 0.03) and had contrasting hindwings compared with non-contrasting (x 2 1 ¼ 4:55, p ¼ 0.03). We also found strong evidence for a significant interaction, in that the effect of contrasting hindwing in enhancing survival was only apparent for large prey, but not in small prey (x 2 1 ¼ 7:13, p ¼ 0.007). Likewise, when we analysed the mean survivorship of the mealworms over the initial five encounters, we found that large prey survived better than small prey (figure 3d; x 
Discussion
Our phylogenetic results demonstrate for the first time that body size has mediated the evolution of hidden colour signals in moths, with larger species showing a greater tendency to evolve hidden contrasting hindwings. Our model suggests that contrasting hindwings likely evolved predominantly in large cryptic moths because they are more readily detected and attacked by natural predators, generating strong selection for back-up defences that operate when crypsis fails. However, we have also found evidence that, when displayed at a close distance to the approaching predator, the survivorship advantage for deimatic signals is greater in large moths than small moths. Both the birds' startle scores and prey survivorship results aligned with each other in that deimatic displays were effective only when the prey had both large size and contrasting hindwings. Nevertheless, the analysis of the initial five bird-Robomoth encounters showed that small prey may also gain survival benefits by having a deimatic signal. This is perhaps not that surprising. To isolate the effects of signal efficacy, the benefit (a mealworm) was the same for large winged prey as small winged prey, and the Robomoth was always conspicuous against the panel. In nature however, smaller moths may be not only harder to detect but also less profitable to attack, which (as our model demonstrates) may reduce the advantage of adopting a costly defence. Therefore, it is likely that the need for a secondary defence, and efficacy of that defence act in concert to promote the evolution of contrasting hindwings in large species.
Although the presence of hidden contrasting hindwing colouration does not necessarily represent the presence of deimatic defence, we argue that hidden contrasting hindwings in nocturnal moths have evolved primarily as an anti-predator defence to startle predators, not least because deimatic display has been evidenced in several underwing moths with contrasting hindwings (Catocala and Phyllodes genus) and deduced from wing damage patterns seen in other Catocala species [7, 27] , but also because an association between contrasting hindwings and deimatic display has previously been documented in other taxonomic groups (e.g. cryptic praying mantis [18] ). An alternative explanation for the function of contrasting hindwings is that it evolved as a sexual signal. However, most nocturnal moths use non-visual sexual traits [36] , and sexual signalling by colouration has not been reported as far as we know. Therefore, we consider that the most plausible evolutionary force that has shaped the contrasting hindwings in nocturnal moths is predation threats and these hidden signals are used to startle predators as a secondary defence. We also acknowledge that our contrast measurements (and also judgement of colouration by humans) necessarily neglected the colour information in the ultraviolet (UV) range which can be perceived by moths' natural predators [37] . However, most of moths' natural resting substrates reflect negligible light in the UV spectrum [38] . In addition, in adult Lepidoptera, UV colours are mostly present on already conspicuous colours such as blue, yellow, and red (all of which were categorized as conspicuous regardless of the UV colour), but not on dull colours such as black and brown [39] . Therefore, it is likely that a conspicuous colour in the visible wavelength would also be categorized as conspicuous even if the UV range was considered. Finally, deimatic display needs to be effective against multiple predators including UV-insensitive birds, predatory invertebrates, and mammals, so having private deimatic signals only in the UV spectrum is unlikely.
To conclude, the function and evolution of animal colouration that is 'hidden' from view has been overlooked for a long time in the field of animal colouration research [40] , but this study provides comprehensive evidence of the evolutionary pressure that has shaped the diversity in hindwing colouration in moths. Our study highlights the fact that large size is a key element that (i) has generated a selection pressure to evolve a secondary defence and (ii) makes deimatic display more effective. Body size has been found to be pivotal in influencing a range of primary defences from mimicry [13] to eyespots [12] , and we now have evidence that it affects the nature of secondary defences that evolve, or at least contrasting hindwing patterns typically associated with such defences.
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